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Applications
    Automated image annotation
    Image search via text query 

Multi-modal data: Images and Text



Tying Text to Images: Motivation

Auto-Annotation
    Generate textual descriptions for images
 
 
Auto-Illustration
    Select images from textual descriptions   

Correspondence
    Tie semantic description directly to a subregion



Auto Annotation



Auto Annotation: Describing Objects



Auto Annotation: Describing Objects
What's missing?

What's interesting?



Correspondence



Image Representation
Segmented using normalized cuts (Shi, Malik)
 
 
 
 
 
 
Per region features:
    Size, Position, Color (mean, std. dev.)
    Texture Filter Responses (mean, var), 
    Shape 
        area/perimeter^2
        area/conv. hull area



Model 1: 
Multi-Modal Hierarchical Aspect Model
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Linear (degenerate) tree - 1 child per parent 
Binary tree - 2 children per parent 

c



Model 1: Parameter Description

D - a given document composed of:
    W = {w} - words (multinomial model)
    B = {b} - image regions (gaussian model)

c - cluster index (leaf of tree)
l - level of tree
(c,l) uniquely determines a node in the tree

Nw - Maximum number of words in any document
Nw,d - Number of words in D

Nb - Maximum number of regions in any document
Nb,d - Number of regions in D



Model 1: Variants

Model I0

Model I1

Model I2

becomes



Parameter Learning

Hidden Variables
    Document's cluster index (c)
    Specificity of word (l - depth in tree)

EM
    Given cluster, depth assignments, can easily estimate probabilities
    Given probability distributions, can easily estimate assignments

Update rules similar to mixture model EM (extends Hofmann Puzicha 
'98)



Image Based Word Prediction

Predict word give regions from an image



Mixture of Multi-Modal Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation

?



Mixture of Multi-Modal Latent 
Dirichlet Allocation



Parameters

EM algorithm with a variational E 
step



Correspondence

Rather than predict words for the whole image, 
attempt to associate particular words with 
particular 
image regions



Method 0: Direct Translation

Build translation model between words and regions
    Assume one-one correspondence

Alignment: missing data problem
 
Convert Each region to a "word"
    Vector quantize via k-means



Method 1: Correspondence from a 
Hierarchical Clustering Model

If a word and an image region always co-occur, 
their correspondence can be captured by the 
clustering model
 
Region only:
 
 
 
 Region-cluster:
       replace p(c) with p(c|B)
 
 
 
 



Method 2: Integrating Correspondence and 
Hierarchical Clustering

D-0 model (D for dependent)

Wher
e

Words are generated implicitly conditioned on 
regions



Method 3: Paired Word and Region Emission at 
Nodes

C-0 model

Need to estimate correspondence as part of the training 
process.

Find the correspondence: 



Evaluation methods



Measuring annotation performance

Comparing the words predicted by various 
models with words actually present for test data.

Some words are frequent. The increment of 
performance over the empirical density is a 
sensible indicator



Measurement
KL divergence between the predictive 
distribution and the target distribution 

Interested in knowing improvement over 
empirical distribution



Measuring Correspondence Performance

Using annotation as a proxy

Manual correspondence scoring



Experiments



Experimental setting

Corel image data set
600 training images; 200 test images
155 words
Images are segmented using N-Cuts
Image features: size, position, color, oriented 
energy (12 filters), and a few simple shape 
features.







Take home messages:

1. Explicitly (or implicitly) 
modeling correspondence 
helps to do annotation

2. The LDA model doesn’t 
work so well

3. All the models work better 
than directly using empirical 
distribution of words







Correspondence evaluation 

Correspondence model 
doesn’t do much better on 
this task 



Conclusion

A variety of methods for predicting words 
from pictures

Data sets contain free text annotations?

The effect of supervision?



Thanks


